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Introduction
************
To optimize the energy consumption of networks, several strategies exist, like server
consolidation, energy aware routing solution, traffic engineering, etc [1, 2, 3]. Migration of virtual
machines (VMs) is the key to server consolidation. Those VMs might be the actual servers of
users in an IaaS scenario, where a user fully controls his virtual server. They might also be
instantiations of Virtual Network Functions, e.g., virtual switches, virtual firewall, virtual IDSor
virtual load balancers as the cloud market evolves towards enriching the network functionalities
available to the end-users. A consequence of the latter evolution is the increase of the number of
VMs to be hosted in data centers. On the other hand, usage of data centers (and virtual networks)
vary greatly over time and periods of inactivity are not rare, esp. when we further consider the
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fact that physical networks and data centers are dimensioned based on the peak hour rule [4].
Objectives
*************
By jointly considering the two above issues – increase of the number of VMs and frequent periods
of inactivity – we would like to explore a more extreme approach to the issue of energy reduction
in data centers by enabling a complete hibernations of VMs to further reduce the number of
active physical servers. The latter should be transparent to the user of the service or the owner of
a virtual network.
We aim at designing Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) that will allow turning off unused
virtual devices, while providing to the customer an “always available” network view, and fast
availability. This means that during periods of inactivity, the networking stacks of the VMs could
be migrated to a sink VNF that could, on one side, answers on behalf of the frozen servers in case
of basic queries (e.g., keep-alive) and, on the other side, quickly restarts the frozen VMs at the
end of an inactivity period.
Several challenges pave our route esp., (i) how to offload established transport layer connections
from a VMs to the sink VNF and (ii) how to quickly restart a frozen server and export connections
states back to it.
We will study and analyze the deployment speed offered by different virtualization solutions,
especially Linux Containers (LXCs), and we will devise the needed VNFs to have a fully
operational sink VNF. For that aim, the candidate will first identify the basic network services that
must be migrated from a VM to a sink VNF, and propose strategies for the migration of the
network protocol states. One might draw inspiration from know Migratory TCP [5] or a solution
based on a TIFID (Transport Independent Flow Identifier) [6], even though both need some
modifications of the TCP stack. Software Defined Networking [7], which provides a fined-control of
network flows should also be a key enabler in the design of the sink VNF.
The performance of the proposed VNFs will be studied through different metrics, like reactivity
and availability of services with respect to users requests. The robustness of the VNFs will be
addressed by analyzing the consistency of the network protocol states during the migration
between the VM and VNF.
Another key scenario of interest in which the above approach should be valuable is in large SaaS
deployment, esp. in virtual Content Delivery Networks (vCDNs), which are heavily used for video
and audio streaming traffic. Indeed, vCDNs entail the orchestration of a large number of VMs
under the control of a central entity and in complex interaction with other services like the DNS.
Again, the ability to turn-off VMs while leaving external entities/services unaware of this fact, is
crucial to avoid service disruptions and could significantly reduce the carbon footprint of the
service. An additional challenge of the sink NFV approach in this scenario is the impact on the
QoS perceived by users, as services deployed with CDN (and vCDN) are in general QoS sensitive.
The QoS will be studied here from a networking perspective: packet loss, jitter, throughput,
play-out buffer level, etc.
Methodology
***************
The evaluation of the performance of the proposed VNFs, vCDNs and QoS will de done
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experimentally. The tools to be used are:
Linux containers -LXC-. Any VNF should be deployed on LXC.
Hypervisor-based virtualization solutions, like KVM.
C/C++ and Python programming language
Bash and Linux environments
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English version:
Introduction
************
To optimize the energy consumption of networks, several strategies exist, like server
consolidation, energy aware routing solution, traffic engineering, etc [1, 2, 3]. Migration of virtual
machines (VMs) is the key to server consolidation. Those VMs might be the actual servers of
users in an IaaS scenario, where a user fully controls his virtual server. They might also be
instantiations of Virtual Network Functions, e.g., virtual switches, virtual firewall, virtual IDSor
virtual load balancers as the cloud market evolves towards enriching the network functionalities
available to the end-users. A consequence of the latter evolution is the increase of the number of
VMs to be hosted in data centers. On the other hand, usage of data centers (and virtual networks)
vary greatly over time and periods of inactivity are not rare, esp. when we further consider the
fact that physical networks and data centers are dimensioned based on the peak hour rule [4].
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Objectives
*************
By jointly considering the two above issues – increase of the number of VMs and frequent periods
of inactivity – we would like to explore a more extreme approach to the issue of energy reduction
in data centers by enabling a complete hibernations of VMs to further reduce the number of
active physical servers. The latter should be transparent to the user of the service or the owner of
a virtual network.
We aim at designing Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) that will allow turning off unused
virtual devices, while providing to the customer an “always available” network view, and fast
availability. This means that during periods of inactivity, the networking stacks of the VMs could
be migrated to a sink VNF that could, on one side, answers on behalf of the frozen servers in case
of basic queries (e.g., keep-alive) and, on the other side, quickly restarts the frozen VMs at the
end of an inactivity period.
Several challenges pave our route esp., (i) how to offload established transport layer connections
from a VMs to the sink VNF and (ii) how to quickly restart a frozen server and export connections
states back to it.
We will study and analyze the deployment speed offered by different virtualization solutions,
especially Linux Containers (LXCs), and we will devise the needed VNFs to have a fully
operational sink VNF. For that aim, the candidate will first identify the basic network services that
must be migrated from a VM to a sink VNF, and propose strategies for the migration of the
network protocol states. One might draw inspiration from know Migratory TCP [5] or a solution
based on a TIFID (Transport Independent Flow Identifier) [6], even though both need some
modifications of the TCP stack. Software Defined Networking [7], which provides a fined-control of
network flows should also be a key enabler in the design of the sink VNF.
The performance of the proposed VNFs will be studied through different metrics, like reactivity
and availability of services with respect to users requests. The robustness of the VNFs will be
addressed by analyzing the consistency of the network protocol states during the migration
between the VM and VNF.
Another key scenario of interest in which the above approach should be valuable is in large SaaS
deployment, esp. in virtual Content Delivery Networks (vCDNs), which are heavily used for video
and audio streaming traffic. Indeed, vCDNs entail the orchestration of a large number of VMs
under the control of a central entity and in complex interaction with other services like the DNS.
Again, the ability to turn-off VMs while leaving external entities/services unaware of this fact, is
crucial to avoid service disruptions and could significantly reduce the carbon footprint of the
service. An additional challenge of the sink NFV approach in this scenario is the impact on the
QoS perceived by users, as services deployed with CDN (and vCDN) are in general QoS sensitive.
The QoS will be studied here from a networking perspective: packet loss, jitter, throughput,
play-out buffer level, etc.
Methodology
***************
The evaluation of the performance of the proposed VNFs, vCDNs and QoS will de done
experimentally. The tools to be used are:
Linux containers -LXC-. Any VNF should be deployed on LXC.
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Hypervisor-based virtualization solutions, like KVM.
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